Mailing
Folder Inserters

Relay® Integrity Pro

Get the right documents to the
right clients. Right now.
Take control of every page with the click of a button.

Save time

Control costs

Reduce risk

This innovative software seamlessly
integrates with your Pitney Bowes Relay
Series machines, enabling you to
automate folding and inserting mail
processes for documents with varying
numbers of pages. You can even send
to multiple machines at once.

Relay Integrity Pro provides a cost-effective,
quick turnaround option, even when you
have a limited budget or a short window
to get up and running. Once in place, you
continue to save. Integration with our
postal coding plug-in enables you to take
advantage of postal coding and presort,
which provide even greater savings. In
addition, with the capabilities of grouping,
you can combine multiple documents for
the same recipient into a single mailing,
which further reduces your postage spend.

With increased regulatory compliance,
document integrity is more critical
than ever. Relay Integrity Pro adds
intelligence to your folder inserter to
keep customer data secure by ensuring
the right documents go to the right
customer. Optional file-based
processing support adds an extra
layer of precision, while also enabling
you to track and report the progress
of mailpieces.

Contact your Pitney Bowes sales or service representative for more information.

Gain even more value and efficiency
from your Relay Inserter with
our cost-effective software.
Relay Integrity Pro levels up your Relay Inserter
system by pairing with the standard 2D barcodes
supported by the folder inserter. The software
applies these barcodes to print ready PDFs in batch
or individual files to ensure correct documents go
into the correct envelopes when sent to the Relay
Inserter system.

2D barcodes add accuracy
and precision.
Relay® Integrity Pro makes it simple to add 2D barcodes
to your print-ready PDFs. Your folder inserter reads the
barcodes to automatically assemble your variable page
documents into the right envelopes. The easy-to-use
software supports file-based processing to take it a step
further, adding an extra layer of security and accuracy to

deliver the highest level of document integrity. This is
done by creating a digital reference file to ensure the
right pages go to the right customer. In addition,
integration with our postal coding plug-in reduces
undeliverable mail, ensures mail reaches the right person
at the right address, reduces postage costs and helps
improve Day Sales Outstanding (DSO) for bills.

Enjoy the confidence of a
secure, on-premise solution.
If you work with sensitive data that you prefer not to have
in the cloud, Relay Integrity Pro is ideal. All information is
hosted on-site, which gives you even greater control over
your mailings and the information they contain. This is
especially valuable for industries such as hospitals, banks
and security-oriented organizations, that may be targets
for data breaches. On-premise installation gives you the
peace of mind that customer data is secure and risk has
been minimized.

Upgrade to even more security and convenience.
Relay Integrity Express

Relay Integrity Pro

SaaS
On-Premise
Add 2D Barcode to Print-Ready PDFs
Supports File-Based Processing
Postal Coding Plug-In Integration

Contact your Pitney Bowes sales or service representative for more information.
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